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BY JAMIE WINDHAM
The Daily Mississippian

The Associated Student Body
has halted the J.D. Williams Library administration’s attempt
to issue a policy that would
limit the library’s hours of operation.
In fall semester, Dean of Libraries Julie Rhodes and Operations Manager Stan Whitehorn decreased the library’s fall
semester hours by four hours
Monday through Thursday
from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
By comparison, during last
spring semester, the library was
open to students from 7 a.m.
until 2 a.m. Monday through
Thursday.
ASB President Virginia Burke
said former president Graham
Purcell issued a policy in 2008
that would increase the operation hours of the library from 7
a.m. to 2 a.m. Sunday through
Thursday.
The 2008 ASB administration also enforced a policy for
the library to operate 24 hours
a day during exam week.
The change of hours from
the spring semester startled
students and sparked ASB’s attention. Meghan Litten, who
is a member of the ASB academic committee, said that the
limited hours directly affect all
students.
“Students need the space and
optimal time to study and to do
homework,” Litten said.
“The influx of students this
year on campus is apparent to
everyone, so it does not make
sense to limit everyone’s time to
utilize the library.”
The library administration
continually changes the library
hours depending on the semester, Whitehorn said.
Until fall semester 20102011, hours have been stable
from Monday through Thursday, except during interim sessions when hours are decreased
because of the decreased amount
of students.
Cortez Moss, director of the
academic affairs committee,
contacted Rhodes and voiced
his concerns on behalf of the
student body.
“We were concerned about
why the library would reduce
their hours,” Moss said.
“If they did not know how
their new policy was affecting
students, then it was my job
to bring it their attention. So I
See LIBRARY, PAGE 5
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Oxford approves plans
to build CVS Pharmacy
BY LUKE TAYLOR
The Daily Mississippian

The Oxford Planning Commission approved plans to build
a CVS Pharmacy on the current
site of Rainbow Cleaners on
Jackson Avenue by a 5-1 vote
Thursday.
The 13,255 square foot building will include pharmacy, photo and beauty sections and will
have two drive-through windows for customers to pick up
their prescriptions.
Commissioner Watt Bishop
declined to vote on the plans.
Bishop said CVS’s plan to give
prominence to parking spaces
disregards the recommendations
of the American Institute of Architects’ team currently working
on a long-term plan for Oxford.
“If we expect what everybody
else expects, we’ll end up looking like everybody else,” Bishop
said.
Dough Swett, a representative
for the project, said the layout
would help with the passage of
trucks around the building and
having parking spaces closer to
the door is more appealing to FARcustomers.
A sign stands in front of Rainbow Cleaners informins customers of its coming
“The layout is what we typi- move to a new location near Oxford Mall on Jackson Avenue. The existing
building is set to be demolished and a new CVS Pharmacy will take its place.
cally use,” Swett said.
The Oxford Planning Commission approved the plans for property and Heritage Drive.
the location safely at the complithe site with the recommendaCity planner Tim Akers said cated intersection.
tion of installing an ADA-com- modifications to the traffic sigRainbow Cleaners plans to
pliant pedestrian crosswalk and nal on West Jackson Avenue move to a new location on Jackpedestrian signals across West would be needed so vehicles son Avenue near the Oxford
Jackson Avenue between the would be able to enter and exit Mall.
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NUTT AUDITORIUM

PATRONS OF MUSIC
‘BIG BAND BASH’
Let yourself rapture in the Big
Band sounds of Duke Ellington,
Count Basie, Jimmy Dorsey and
more.
Tickets are $15 available through
the UM Box Office, and a Rebel
Ride trolley will be available to
take guests from the Ford Center parking lot to Nutt Auditorium.
Tuesday, Jan. 25
7:30 p.m.
Nutt Auditorium
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Walking The Walk: New Church In
Oxford Gives Religion New Light
BY BLAKE JOHNSON
The Daily Mississippian

Curt Liles thinks Oxford is
a very religious town.
However, he said he feels as
though lot of people are going to church but failing to
carry the message with them
throughout the week.
“What I’ve notice around
Oxford is that people don’t
really have a problem with Jesus, a lot of people just have
hangups with religion,” Liles
said.
The Life Worship Gathering, a newly formed church
Liles helped found and now
preaches for, was inspired for

that reason – to show people
that following Jesus is a lifestyle change, not just a Sunday morning routine.
“At The Life we don’t really
like religion that much, and
it’s been nice to get to meet
so many people who are likeminded,” he said.
The pastor got the idea for
the church after a trip to Oxford where he visited several
students who had attended
Crossgates Baptist Church in
Brandon, the church he was
working employed with at the
time.
“For whatever reason, I got
more and more into the idea
that somebody should do
something here,” Liles said.

“So for the last three years I’ve
been reading, training, thinking and working through how
we’re going to support it, and
convince others it’s a worthwhile ordeal.”
After that trip, Liles said he
felt called to begin planning
for a new church in Oxford
and made an announcement
to his congregation about the
new church he would be starting.
The next day he received a
call from First Baptist Oxford’s
pastor Eric Hankins who told
him that his congregation had
been praying about assisting
in building a new church in
See CHURCH, PAGE 4
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Who’s afraid of the big, bad word?
BY MIA
CAMURATI
Opinion Editor

Over the break, the world managed not to collapse completely,
but many new and exciting headlines were shoved in our faces next
to the cranberry dressing and green
bean casserole.
One that has gained more media attention as time has passed
involves a high school classic being
ripped to shreds in the name of being politically correct.
Alan Gribben, a professor at Auburn University at Montgomery,
has taken it upon himself to edit
the timeless words of Mark Twain
because they are too offensive. He
has replaced the “N-word” with
“slave” the 219 times it appears and
has changed “injun” to “Indian.”
The new editions will be sold together and entitled “Mark Twain’s
Adventures of Tom Sawyer and
Huckleberry Finn: The NewSouth
Edition.”
Since the copyright on this piece
has expired, it is not an issue of

legalities but a question of morals
and integrity.
His reasoning behind the edits
is that the words make the book
too uncomfortable for students to
read, and therefore the language is
hindering the learning experience.
The biggest complaint about
the revisions is that, by definition,
“slave” is not a synonym for the Nword and it did not mean the same
to be called one or the other in the
time frame.
In the same sense, the use of “injun” is both a representation of the
southern dialect and a derogatory
term for Native Americans, and to
simply be called an Indian in 1844
did not carry the same connotation.
The easiest solution to this problem is to reserve the usage of the
novels to high school literature
classes where students have had the
time to process that the history of
the South is not the most beautiful

of scenes, but without it, we could
not be where we are today.
Children cannot grasp the concept of why the story is written the
way it is and that Twain chose his
words with precision, not only to
tell a story, but also to tell his story
as realistically as possible.
While these novels might not
represent the best part of our history, it is still something that happened and cannot be erased, no
matter how many times you hit
delete.
Across the country, people of all
ages have voiced their opinion on
the situation, both embracing and
destroying the idea of changing the
135-year-old words.
With the words removed, the
story does not lose its plot or overall meaning, but it loses the power
of imagery.
Every time a student reads the
NewSouth edition, they will see
the word “slave” and still remem-

ber that it has been changed. The
uncomfortable feeling that comes
with reading dramatic literature
still holds strong, regardless of what
words are changed.
To not be offended by the intentional language, look at the book as
a historical text and not just a work
of fiction.
Should we edit The Diary of
Anne Frank because the images
described are too graphic for people to read?
Although we as Americans do
have many things to be proud of
from both our history and our
current state, we must also be able
to objectively look at the past and
learn from the mistakes our ancestors made.
A book is just a book; a word
is just a word. The fear that can
come from letters strung together
is based on the power we give it,
and we’re giving a six-letter word a
power that no word deserves.

Spying for the man
BY ANGELA
ROGALSKI
Columnist

I recently read an article on former CIA spy Duane R. Clarridge,
and to put it mildly, I was amazed.
Now, I’m no expert on covert operations, but I’ve seen my fair share
of Mission Impossible reruns.
I still couldn’t explain to you how
they made that tape self-destruct
in 60 seconds, but I am a reasonably rational American citizen,
and I have to say that I just don’t
understand how our government
operates.
According to an article in The
New York Times, Clarridge, who
was indicted on charges of lying to
Congress in the Iran-contra scandal, has been running his own spy
operation for over two years out
of his home in San Diego. From
poolside, Clarridge fields operatives from the mountains of Pakistan to the deserts of Afghanistan,
operatives that are only described as
Westerners, Afghans and Pakistanis that may or may not be trained

in the art of James-Bonding. This
whole scenario proposed several
questions in my mind, hence the
above denoted amazement.
First of all, does it even matter if
the agents are trained to infiltrate
and detract information that our
government uses to further our
cause in this war on terrorism? As
long as we get positive results, do we
even need to be concerned about
who and how they’re trained?
My initial response to my own
question was no, as long as the
info is accurate and life-saving, we
should just be thankful that these
men and women are risking life
and limb to help us, right? But then
I thought, what if they, through
ineptitude or just plain negligence
disrupt some undercover military
operation that involves months,
maybe even years of work, to the
detriment of our country?
I know that can’t be good. And,
just a thought, but in this private-

T H E

citizen-runs-his-own-CIA-business, just who watches the spies
to make sure their information is
accurate? And whose agenda is being pressed forward with all this
anyway, the United States’ or Clarridge’s?
Here, you have a man who was
indicted on charges of lying to
Congress, saying that he knew absolutely nothing about arms being
shipped to Iran. He was forced to
resign from the CIA, even though
he was pardoned for his supposed
sins by the first President Bush.
Now he’s running his own miniature CIA.
Our government, after rewording what his group actually does,
calling it “atmospheric information” instead of “intelligence”, allows him to thrive and has actually
been known to utilize this questionable information!
This is what amazes me. Are we
the people to believe that this man,
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maybe a loose cannon for all we
know, is more equipped to handle
delicate information and the intricate plots and schemes that spies
weave better than actual, superblytrained operatives that have done
this for years?
Oh, and let me mention the
article in The New York Times
also stated that Clarridge has been
known to ‘peddle’ his information
to Brad Thor, a writer that fictionalizes accounts of spies in his thriller
novels, and also writes a blog, many
times over with much success, with
the supposed reasoning of making
this information public.
All of this just makes me wonder about the integrity and intentions of some of our government
officials.
I bet that statement was a shocker to most of you. Maybe we the
people need to galvanize a group of
our own into action to spy on the
spies and govern the government.
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sell on select Sundays from 11
a.m. till 9 p.m. The Board of
Aldermen has approved the proposal, but Mayor Pat Patterson
must seek permission from the

state before the town will be allowed Sunday sales. Also, in the
same article “the proposal to sell
beer in grocery stores and convenience stores on Sundays was
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Retraction
In Monday’s issue of The Daily
Mississippian, the story “Board
of Aldermen Approves Alcohol
Sales On Sundays” incorrectly
stated that “restaurants can now
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Undoing all the progress? Not in my state
Just when our University seemed
to be clawing its way out of the
abyss of perceptibly negative, racially charged attention, one of
Mississippi’s state representatives
put us right back on the map.
District 19 Rep. Mark DuVall,
D-Mantachie, has taken it upon
himself to use his legislative powers
to inflame impassioned remnants of
the statewide debate over the 2009
ban of the song “From Dixie with
Love” and the student body’s 2010
decision to develop a new mascot.
DuVall recently introduced a bill
to the Mississippi House of Representatives that would obligate the
University to maintain the “Ole
Miss Rebel” nickname, reinstate
Colonel Rebel as the official mascot
and require the band to play “Dixie” and “From Dixie with Love”
at all football and basketball games
they attend.

Speculation about his motivation runs rampant, not only among
those wondering how these provisions would benefit DuVall’s district, the University or the state of
Mississippi, but also among those
wondering why a maroon-andwhite-bleeding,
cowbell-ringing
Mississippi State alumnus would
give a damn about what happens
in Oxford. School allegiance aside,
DuVall has yet to make a public
statement regarding the necessity
of such a bill, or how the poorest
state in the nation can afford to pay
its representatives to develop such
irrelevant initiatives.
Perhaps it’s easy to ignore such a
glaringly unprofessional and inefficient display of political and financial resources, as the bill is unlikely
to gain significant ground. However, as a university consistently
boasting academic achievement, re-

cord-breaking enrollment and national recognition, it is time to take
a stand against DuVall’s actions and
any related movement which seeks
to incorrectly define this institution within the confines of a name,
song or mascot.
This University’s students, faculty, staff, alumni and fans do not
deserve to be perpetually burdened
by negative attention over symbols,
particularly when it comes from
our own elected leaders who are
expected to improve our quality
of life. DuVall’s actions have done
nothing but unnecessarily revisit
controversial issues many have tried
hard to move past.
But it is not the bill’s capacity to
temporarily overshadow the University’s strengths that is so appalling. The state’s public colleges and
universities continue to suffer from
devastating budget cuts, and Ole

Miss is certainly not immune. Students continue amassing thousands
of dollars in debt trying to get a
decent education. Faculty and staff
members across the state are fighting to keep their jobs.
If DuVall is interested in helping this University, he can start by
donating part of his $10,000 base
salary and $116-a-day per diem as a
state legislator to the Ole Miss Opportunity fund so a student in financial need can get an education.
Better yet, he can focus on helping
children within his own district get
the resources they need to go to
college.
When Colonel Reb starts paying
the balance on our student loans,
we’ll pay attention.
Until then, perhaps Rep. DuVall
should take a closer look at the demands of his job and the needs of
those he is obligated to serve.

BY ALEX
MCDANIEL
Columnist

Letter to the Editor
Much too often, our society
is reactive instead of proactive.
When it comes to actions that
could save lives by simply improving quality of life, we always seem
to be a day late and a dollar short.
The country mourned the loss of
life in Arizona, and most assumed
that those with mental illnesses
are psychotic and violent by nature when this is simply not the
case. The action of this individual
is not condoned, and mental illness alone cannot be used as an
excuse.
The issue is that mental illness
is a forgotten issue until someone
is hurt. If the individuals who
committed these unfortunate acts
had simply been diagnosed properly, the illness treated properly,
and those in the family educated
about the diagnosis, the events in
Arizona and here locally in Mississippi could well have been avoided. Unfortunately, government
sees mental illness as a “don’t ask,
don’t tell” issue. Don’t ask us for

funding, and we won’t tell where
you can go with that request.
Mental illness is best treated
proactively. Removing medications to treat mental illnesses
from Medicaid, cutting funding
for mental health programs and
ignoring the problem of mental
illness as a whole is a mistake that

does no good for our community.
At what point do we stop cutting
funding for mental health and
hoping nothing goes wrong?
Tonya Tate
Executive Director
NAMI-MS

Alice & Co.
Hair • Skin • Nails
Color Specialist
1729 University Avenue • 234-3896
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Letter from the Editors
Hello DM Readers,
As you are (hopefully) already aware, we have begun
a new semester, which means
more things are going down,
and we’ll be bringing them to
you.
Last semester saw its ups
and downs with the Lanes
burning down, the alcohol
debate and mascot update.
As a student-led newspaper,
we need your help as peers.
There are only two sets of eyes
between the news editors, so
we need your help in informing us about upcoming events,
breaking news, rumors and,
unfortunately, corrections.
Please keep in mind that we
are students, too, and while
we strive to bring you factual,

breaking and clear news, we
are also full-time students
with full-time lives.
If you are a student with
a knack for writing, are just
curious about the job or seeking a future in the career, stop
by the Student Media Center
located in Bishop Hall, or email us at thedmnews@gmail.
com to give your hand a try at
the journalism field at a fairly
low-pressure newspaper.
As college students, we are
open to new ideas and other
opportunities. One opportunity the DM news staff wants
to do is give back to those less
fortunate than us who are in
need of a little something to
help them get by.
In the next week or two, we

plan to start a column featuring local charities, organizations and clubs that are in
need of supplies or a helping
hand. If you or your group is
in need of something please
let us know in an e-mail so we
can include you on our list.
We hope this semester
brings new and exciting things
for you, and we look forward
to serving you as your student
newspaper.

Library digitizes
Civil War archives

Sincerely,
Cain Madden
Campus News Editor
Lance Ingram
City News Editor

CHURCH,

continued from page 1

Oxford.
“It’s been a really cool relationship because they see the
need here in Oxford,” Liles
said.
Liles said he believes the
churches in Oxford have been
doing a great job, but there are
still a large number of people
who are not being reached,
primarily Ole Miss students.
“There are so many people
here that are not active in any
church anywhere; we don’t
need one new church, we need
about ten new churches,”
Liles said, “We need there to
be different kinds of churches
for different types of people in
Oxford.”
The Life’s website sports the
slogan “Get it, Live it, Give
it,” which Liles says is what
the church is all about.

EMMA WILLOUGHBY | The Daily Mississippian

Jennifer Ford, head of special collections, looks over the civil war exhibit located
on the second floor of the J.D. Williams Library. The collection is in the process of
being digitized and will be available on the library’s website in the future.
PHOTO COURTESY THE LIFE FACEBOOK PAGE

“We want people to get the
life and have a new life in Jesus, and then actually live the
life so that it is obvious in their
lives in a way that they can
give it away by showing that
love to others,” Liles said.
In the future, Liles hopes to
see the church get to a point
where it can sustain itself
and then help more churches
get planted in Oxford and
throughout north Mississippi.

“We want to be a place
where people can connect
with other people,” Liles said.
“We don’t want people to be
spending all their time in a
building, we want them out
in the community meeting
people and having an impact
on their lives.”
The Life meets on Sundays
at 5:00 p.m. at the Powerhouse
Community Arts Center. For
more information visit www.
thelifeoxford.com.

PROGRESSIVE SALE
Fall & Winter groups up to
All merchandise not included. Merchandise
must be from groups in same dept. to
qualify for additional discount. Depts.
participating: Men’s, Ladies (includes Lingerie), Shoes, Housewares, & Children’s.

70% off

ONE ITEM 50% OFF
BUY TWO ITEMS 60% OFF
THREE ITEMS 70% OFF

BY KATIE WILLIAMSON
The Daily Mississippian

The American Civil War is
in the process of becoming
digitized, but this is not a video
game, it is real-life history at
the click of a mouse.
The archives, which are
housed in the J.D. Williams Library’s special section, are moving online so students, faculty
and researchers can examine the
150-year-old documents more
easily.
“With the sesquicentennial
coming up there is a lot more
push for getting these documents online, and truthfully
that is one of the reasons we are
currently working on it,” Jason
Kovari, the University’s digital
librarian said.
“By putting them online and
taking out the restrictions of
eight to five Monday through
Friday, they can sit at home

and just sort of browse it. It
will make their paper and their
research more productive and
more scholarly.”
To begin the search for these
documents, find the J.D. Williams library home page. From
there, select the tab labeled
“archives,” then select “digital
collections” from the left of
the screen. Proceed by scrolling
down to “Civil War ArchiveUniversity of Mississippi.”
The library’s collection consists of Civil War letters, diaries
and images.
Within the last few months,
over 800 of these pieces have
been moved online, and the
number continues to grow both
in content and popularity.
“People are able to see the
humanity of people they study
in class,” Jennifer Ford, head of
special collections said. “They
are able to look at the document and see real people.”
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OLE MISS PROFESSOR RECEIVES MAPLES GRANT

Courtesy of UM

BY CHRISTINA STEUBE
The Daily Mississippian

The Mathematically Proficient Leaders in Elementary
Schools program granted University of Mississippi professor
John O’Haver a one-year grant
for $285,000. The grant was
awarded in an effort to improve Mississippi’s math education in elementary schools.
The goal of the MaPLES,
which is funded through the

U.S. Department of Education, is to model the kind of
instruction that researchers
feel should be taught to the
students. In this case, second
and third grade students in Lee
County are receiving lessons
from 18 teachers who conduct
their classrooms from modeled
instruction.
“Mississippi is 50th in math
education, so we are trying to
work with teachers on content, how to teach and teaching them to work as a team,”
O’Haver said. “You mostly do
your own thing in your own
classroom. When you leave,
everything you’ve done is really lost, whereas other countries have a national database
of lesson plans that have been
tested. Teachers all work together on these plans.”

Through
this
project,
O’Haver is hoping to gradually
implement this type of system
in Mississippi, which began
this past summer.
Jessica Ivy, Ph.D. student
and professional development
facilitator on the project, conducted pre-test and post-test
evaluations of the summer institute. The teachers showed a
large increase in their knowledge of patterning and algebraic reasoning.
Once the teachers are taught
the content and how to improve the way they teach,
students then participate in
non-routine problems, more
open-ended problems and are
taught to justify their solutions
and strategies.
Grant funds were split between purchasing a number of

learning materials, including
base-10 blocks, polydrons and
pattern blocks, and paying the
Ph.D. students and teachers.
“It is very rewarding to see
the changes that have occurred in the classrooms,” Ivy
said. “Children are excited to
learn about math. The teachers are growing professionally
as well, and developing into
leaders within their schools.
They are anxious to share what
they’ve learned with colleagues
in their district and across the
state. For those reasons, I find
this project to be the most rewarding educational research
project I’ve worked with.”
With the success this grant
has uprooted thus far, O’Haver
is hoping to continue the program and plans on reapplying
for the grant this fall to con-

tinue this effort.
Kristin Wilmoth, a junior
elementary education major,
agrees that efforts like this
should continue.
“Implementing these new
methods in the schools is the
only way we as teachers can
help the students,” Wilmoth
said. “As we try out these
methods we are able to further
improve education, test scores
and student’s learning progression. I completely agree that
this grant should be renewed.
Otherwise, a student’s learning
and comprehension of state
objectives could be hindered,
especially if the student’s
learning has already progressed
from this particular grant in
the past.”

LIBRARY,

continued from page 1
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did.”
Whitehorn said the library
faced budget cuts earlier this
semester, which led to cutting
down the library’s hours.
“All our students are not in
Honors, Croft, Engineering
and Lott that provide lounges
and computer centers for their
students to study,” Moss said.
“We felt the need to address this concern so that all
students would have access to
computers and quiet environments to study.”
Moss also had concerns
about the students who live,
eat and study on campus because they cannot travel off
campus. Claire Brown, a senior accounting major from
New Orleans has lived on
campus since her freshman
year.

“The library is my only option because there is no other
place that is as quiet and as
resourceful that I can get to,”
Brown said.
“Those hours really limited my time to study and get
homework done. Usually, I
won’t even get to the library
until 10 p.m.”
After minimal discussion
between the academic committee and the library administration, the library extended
its hours to 2 a.m., which will
be the standard hours of operation until the end of the
semester.
“I think this is a great example of how students and
administration can work
together to solve pertinent
problems in a positive light,”
Moss said.
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ABOVE: Snowfall covers the Lyceum and the Circle Jan. 10.
RIGHT: Snow blankets the University Ave. entrance to Ole Miss on January 10th.
Oxford received 8 inches of snow in that winter storm.
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ASB Officer
Spring Election Petitions
are now available!

Pick one up in Union 404!

Petitions are due by January 28th, 2011 by 5 PM.
Questions? Contact Mary Margaret Johnson • mjohns03@olemiss.edu
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Let’s end the war against winter fashion
BY MARY B. SELLERS
The Daily Mississippian

The intermingling of winter and
summer clothing must be stopped
immediately.
I am sure everyone has seen some
misguided woman sporting something vaguely similar to a scarf in
the summer time. Attention: this
is not OK. This will never be OK.
And if it ever is OK, global warming has surely won, and the world
must now be forced to worship the
fire gods.
Mixing key seasonal wardrobe
staples is a waste of time and energy, people. It confuses the less
fashion-savvy and really toys with
the idea of a total anarchist revolution in the fashion industry.
I do not like rules much either,
but when it comes to fashion there
must be some order. Chaos and
couture should never appear in the
same sentence together, save for
this one (I am making an example
of myself. I am a stylistic martyr–

deal with it).
Other examples include Chacos
in January. I know this is Mississippi and that it is labeled a “subtropical region,” but it has already
snowed twice.
That might not mean much to
the Eskimos, but it does to me
and every other southerner who
has been hoping and praying for
a little bit of that white stuff since
they could form words. When
there is ice on the ground, or even
a chance of ice on the ground, put
the sandals away. Save them for
swimsuit season. No one wants to
see pale feet anyway.
I am going to provide my dear
readers with a few winter-targeted
garments that should only be worn
in the wintry months. This does
not mean that socks and Chacos
are acceptable. That is just silly.
1. The big wool scarf:
Wear this when it is so cold outside
that the fear of a neck amputation
due to frostbite is probable. Do not
wear this when it is sunny, 70 and

the butterflies are fluttering about.
Scarves are not only an accessory
but should also be treated as a necessity. Do not simply “wear” one.
This is an insult to the entire principle of the matter. Wear one like
it matters, like life depends upon
a stylish yet tasteful scarf thrown
carelessly (but with expert precision) around one’s neck and shoulders. Note: the only time it is acceptable to break out the scarf in
warmer temperatures is if a certain
someone (I am not naming names
but let us just call them “significant other” for now) has a bit too
much fun with the whole kissing
game idea.
2. Large boots: Hey, wearing
Uggs in April is dumb. Actually,
wearing Uggs at any time of the
year is more or less questionable in
my opinion (see October Ugg rant
for more insults). But seriously, put
the boots away come March. They
work wonders in the wintry elements, and yes, I do agree that they
look pretty spectacular with tights

and an Urban Outfitters A-line
dress, but leave them specifically
for that job. Worship those beauties, but replace them with some
Chacos (yes, they are acceptable
now) on the sunny days.
3. I have been accused of being
a quote unquote hipster multiple
times, but I have never really understood the whole knitted hat/
beret/blob on the head thing when
it is warm outside. I totally get
the fact that the covering of one’s
ears against the chilly elements is
a good thing, but the blob’s job
should be left to just that: protective gear. Hats are most definitely
a fashion statement, and I fully
support the use of them when
there is some tangible method to
their madness. However, realize
that when one does not reside in
Paris or the surrounding Urban/
More-Edgy-Than-You’ll-Ever-Be
places, put the hat away until next
November.

Is the spring semester better than fall?
BY STU KELLY
Lifestyles Columnist

Spring semester is far better
than the fall.
It is a time for being outside
and enjoying the weather with
the people you like best.
As the semester unfolds,
the weather will only become
more enjoyable, resulting in
time to slip away. Nothing is
better than laying out at the
pool with friends and laughing lazy weekend afternoons
away.
While I will miss football
season and the festivities in the

Grove, baseball season is right
around the corner. For those
who have not yet had the pleasure of supporting the Rebels
for a home baseball game, get
ready to have a great time.
Baseball games are a good
way to get some people together and grill out and drink
out of red plastic cups. The
fact that crawfish season overlaps one of America’s favorite
past times is an blessing from
the higher powers.
Spring semester also welcomes many local events
throughout town. Oxford
Film Festival is right around

the corner, Feb. 10-13. The
festival is a showcase for rising
filmmakers and brings a lot of
people from out of town eager
to add their own flavor to the
film scene in Oxford.
Spring semester also means
that Double Decker Music
Festival is close by. Two stages
block off Lamar Blvd. to create a festival atmosphere similar to that of the Juke Joint
festival in Clarksdale.
The live music experience is
something beautiful, especially in such a small town.
Last year’s festival split into
two days proved to be profit-

able for our local economy
and conducive to a better experience of both music and
the arts.
Most importantly, spring semester is a time for our seniors
to make lifetime memories
they will relish after graduating from this university.
Seeing the Grove flooded
with multi-colored tents and
football fans is beautiful, but
seeing the stage decorated and
students decked out in their
cap and gowns is a priceless
moment that sheds a special
light on the true beauty of the
Grove.
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TV remakes and
imports: The good,
the bad and the ugly

CONTRIBUTED

BY SAVANNAH GOODMAN
The Daily Mississippian

MTV’s “Skins”
We have a dire situation on our
hands, America – MTV is importing “Skins.”
For the unaware, “Skins” is a television show imported from the UK
that revolves around the trials and
tribulations of teenagers. There are
oodles of graphic depictions of drug
use, sexual orientation and just plain
sex.
Since MTV is not HBO, its adaptation of the controversial, albeit
insanely addictive, series has had
to adhere to FCC regulations and
censorship. Therefore, there is a
substantial decrease in foul language
and nudity from the original series.
Despite censorship, there is still
a smidgen of swearing and partial
nudity, and that’s enough to catch
the attention of the Parents Television Council. The PTC has aired its
concerns that MTV’s Skins includes
“child pornography,” involving a
17-year-old actor, and they have issued a formal request to government
officials to initiate an investigation
into possible violations of anti-child
pornography laws.
See REMAKES, PAGE 8
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A set of songs for the first week of class
BY MIRAM TAYLOR
The Daily Mississippian

Contrary to popular belief the
snowpocalypse of 2011 did not
cause school to shut down indefinitely and we must face that
spring semester has indeed begun.
But before March roars in with all
its finery we do have a little bit of
winter left, and to help ease the
pain of that frigid morning walk
to Holman or Bishop, here’s a new
mix for your iPod. Contained in
the list are just a few of the essentials and some personal favoritesdownload at your own risk.
1) You Can
Call Me AlPaul Simon,
Graceland
A wise person once told
me that no true
mix tape is complete without a little Paul Simon thrown in. While
mix tapes might be a little dated,
I still wholeheartedly agree that
some Simon is absolutely necessary on the modern day playlist. If
you’re not familiar with the song,
shame on you. If you are, you’re
welcome.
2)
South
CarolinaTennis, Cape
Dory
- This husband and wife
duo, recently
signed to Fat Possum, released
their first album on the 18th and
throughout their lyrics it is easy to

hear where they got the inspiration for the easygoing and buoyant songs- namely the couple’s
seven-month sailing voyage along
the North Atlantic coastline. If
you survive the cheeriness seeping
through their tunes, you may just
fall in love.
3) This Will Be Our Year- The
Zombies, Odessey and Oracle
While the band may have actually disbanded in 1968, the year
that their album was released (thus
nixing the idea that it really would
be their year) the song remains a
classic and an essential for the start
of a new year.
4)
White
Blank PageMumford and
Sons, Sigh No
More
I doubt I
have to twist
anyone’s arm to add another song
from Mumford and Sons onto
their iPod after the success of “Little Lion Man” but when it comes
to great singer-songwriters, you
can’t do much better than these
guys. Plus any band that references Steinbeck as an influence
immediately earns themselves a
spot on my mix.
5) Bring Your Weary Soul to
the Alter- Sanders Bohlke
The Oxford native has been
featured on shows such as Grey’s
Anatomy, Private Practice and the
Vampire Diaries but even with the
greater exposure that music on
television provides, the independent artist remains true to his roots

as he continues to play throughout the South. If you enjoy the
song (which you will), don’t miss a
chance to see him perform live at
Proud Larry’s on the 29th.
6) New York City’s Killing
Me- Ray LaMontagne and the
Pariah Dogs, God Willin’ & the
Creek Don’t Rise
It may be highly appropriate
or highly inappropriate that Ray
LaMontagne follows after Sanders
Bohlke as the two have often been
compared to one another in sound
and quality of lyrics. Regardless,
they complement one another on
any playlist and the smooth voices
can do nothing but make you feel
warm underneath your Columbia
jacket.
7)
Maggie May- Rod
Stewart, Every
Picture Tells a
Story
The song may
be a bit more
appropriate at the beginning of
the school year but if you’re on the
same page as me, Rod Stewart is
always appropriate, at any time of
the year. Plus there really is something special about this song that
even the dullest, dampest of Mississippi winters just can’t ruin.
8) Martha,
My Dear- The
Beatles, The
White Album
Did you really think I was
going to make
an essentials playlist and leave off

the fab four? Even if a dog inspired
the song the trumpets alone merit
it being featured on this morning
mix. And sure everyone has their
favorite Beatles tune but let one
that is not overplayed add a little
pep to your step today.
9) Too Much- Sufjan Stevens,
The Age of Adz
Off of his newest album, released in October, “Too Much” is
not too much. It’s the third longest track, but trust me when I
say you’ll enjoy all 6 minutes and
44 seconds of it. I was tempted to
put Impossible Soul on the mix
but I figured 25 minutes might be
pushing it for a playlist that deals
with mainly just walking across
campus.
10) Creator- Santogold, Santogold
Listen. That is all. Oh, and
dance.
11) Lewis Takes Off His ShirtOwen Pallet, Heartland
Formally known as Final Fantasy, Pallet’s latest album is a complete narrative following a young
farmer named Lewis speaking to
his narrator, Owen. Sounds odd I
know, but the single stands alone
as a good, chill listen, however, for
the full effect I would highly recommend downloading the whole
CD, you won’t regret it.
12) Don’t Carry It All- Decemberists, The King Is Dead
Our favorite band from Portland
was not only inspired by R.E.M.
in their latest album but also featured R.E.M. member Peter Buck
on three of the new tracks. “Don’t

Carry It All” may be more of a
summer song- but really sometimes that one summer sounding
tune is what is necessary to get you
through the end of January.
13) 2 Atoms In A MoleculeNoah and The Whale, Peaceful,
the World Lays Me Down
I really don’t know anyone that
can be upset listening to this song,
no matter that the subject matter
is a bit depressing. With a melody
that makes even the dullest foot
start tapping and clever lyrics that
get stuck in your head, this short
tune is perfect for your stroll across
the grove.
14) Dog Days are Over- Florence and the Machine, Lungs
Florence Welch first burst onto
the scene in 2006 playing in London taverns and pubs but since
then has appeared in numerous
festivals, been featured on Lettermen, Jimmy Kimmel, SNL and is
scheduled to open for the North
American half of U2’s 360 tour.
Dog Days is poppy, peppy, and
sung by a girl with flaming red
hair and a liking towards Tennyson. Needless to say, I’m a fan.
15) Sweet Disposition- The
Temper Traps, Conditions
Go on- dare to enter that Bio
160 with a smile, march confidently towards your Macro Economics class, laugh in the face of
that looming thesis because after
ending your mix with this song it
will be hard to have anything but a
(and please excuse the pun) sweet
disposition for the rest of your
day.
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continued from page 7
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According to the PTC, “‘Skins’
may well be the most dangerous
television show for children that we
have ever seen.”
Not only is the adapted series in
hot water with the PTC, it’s losing
sponsors who don’t want to be associated with a show that could possibly contain child pornography.
Taco Bell is the first of what will
probably be many sponsors to pull
ads that were to be aired during
commercial breaks of the series.
Parent opinions aside, most audiences don’t even like the show. In
terms of quality, like most UK television imports, the original “Skins”
far exceeds the US version simply
because it’s a more bare-knuckle,
so-honest-it-hurts production with
a perfectly assembled cast of actual
teenage actors.
These mediocre actors are onenote characters and can’t properly capture the powerfully-packed
emotion and drama of the characters from the original series which
is what makes this adaptation a
wretched mess.
Of course, no one should be too
shocked, because let’s be honest:
MTV can only provide quality entertainment in the form of plastic,
pregnancies and paparazzi-seeking
pinheads from a certain shore. Do

yourself a favor – skip the MTV
version of “Skins” and check out
the original series on Netflix.
Success at “The Office”
As far as imports go, “The Office” is a rare exception. We can all
agree that Steve Carrell’s portrayal
of Michael Scott rocks our world
more so than Ricky “Rude” Gervais’s original dim-witted boss in
the UK version.
“Charlie’s Angels” – Take 27
Last week ABC announced its decision to pick up a pilot for a Charlie’s Angels remake. Did Cameron,
Drew and Lucy not establish that
that’s not necessary with “Charlie’s
Angels: Full Throttle?”
I’ll take Teen Soaps for 400,
Alex.
Teen dramas are the greenest of
the green when it comes to recycling old material for storylines.
Mom and Dad divorce, the hottest
character is gay, and Mom and best
guy friend sleep together. These storylines get old, but it works sometimes. Need an example? – look no
further than the CW’s “90210.”
For those born after 1991, “90210”
is actually an update of a show
from the 90’s called “Beverly Hills:
90210.”
When “90210” premiered in
2009, it was met with so-so reviews.

It held Kelly Taylor from the original, extremely cheesy, one-dimensional new characters and where the
heck is the beach club? This teen
soap has carved a niche for itself by
developing engaging, relevant storylines for its teen characters and by
relying less on appearances by cast
members from the original series.
On the other hand, the update of
“Melrose Place” didn’t fare as well
for the CW, and it was canceled
after one season compared to the
three held by “90210.”
Another remake riding the wave
of success is “Hawaii Five-0.” This
can be attributed to a number of
things: Scott Caan’s Golden Globenominated performance as Danno,
the eye-pleasing setting of Hawaii
or Alex O’Loughlin’s abs. No one
really knows how this show is dominating the ratings considering it’s a
remake of an extremely corny 80’srific crime drama, but it is a huge
hit for CBS.
While we’ve established that
there are the good, the bad and the
ugly when it comes to remakes and
imports, there’s one thing for sure:
if anyone even attempts to remake
the Golden Girls, we’re crackin’
some skulls. That is one piece of
cheesecake munchin’ old lady magic that cannot be recreated.
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CLASSIFIEDS
INFORMATION
To place your ad in The
Daily Mississippian
Classifieds section, visit:

http://www.thedmonline.com/
classifieds.
The DEADLINE to place, correct
or cancel an ad is 12 p.m. one
day in advance. The Daily Mississippian is published Monday
through Friday year round,
when school is in session.

Classified ads must be
prepaid.
All major credit cards accepted.
RATES:
- $ . 25 per word per day
- 15-word minimum
- No minimum run
Additional Features
(Web & Print):
Jumbo Headline - $3
Big Headline - $2
Bold Text - extra $ . 50 per
word

To place your ad online:
www.thedmonline.com/classifieds

The DM reserves the right to
refuse ads that appear to offer unrealistic or questionable
products or services.

Room for Rent- Subleasing room.
Available immediately. Private bedroom/ shared bath in nice house off
South Lamar. $550/ month. Male roommates. (423)413-7716.

Condo for Rent
2 BR Townhouse to share w/
Olemiss upper classman. Very nice 2-story unit great Pierce Ave location near
Square and Campus. $550 rent plus
$200 utilities. Dylan (770)309-7197
condo for rent 2br/1ba Furnished, W/D included. Close to campus, secluded and quiet. Perfect for
grad/law/professionals.
$600/month
plus utilities. Call (662)234-0467
3BED HIGH PT 3Br/3Ba-$1260MO/
HARDWOOD FLOORS/ STAINLESS
APPL/ WALKIN CLOSETS/ GATED/
POOL MATT@KESSINGER (662)8015170
3BR, 2BA for Rent Turnberry Condos off Old Taylor Rd. Gated Community, Pool, $1000 per month. (901)2392267
2 BR/2.5 Bath Condo Gated community, pool, 1/2 mile from campus, call
Jake (901)409-7614

Weekend Rental
not just football rentals
Weekends and more! Event weekend
availability/ pricing online. Check with
Kay for other dates. www.oxfordtownhouse.com (662)801-6692

Miscellaneous
Pregnancy Test Center Pregnancy Test, Limited Ultrasound, Information on Abortion Effects, Parenting
and Adoption. All services are free and
confidential.
www.pregnancyoxford.
com. (662)234-4414

Room for Rent

Full-time

1 BR/1BA ROOM FOR RENT Room in
house off College Hill Rd. Close to campus. Available Immediately. $280.00
month, call (601)507-4573

201 BISHOP HALL
662.915.5503

Apartment for Rent
2 Lofts for rent above 208 Restaurant. Call 234-0005 (662)234-4224
Rare Unexpected Vacancy
Charming Basement 1BR Apt. 2
Blks from Square. W/ D Included.
$650mo/$200 utilities. (901)372-9680
Sublease 1BR/1BA includes water
w/ d trash cable pet friendly rent 550
could be negotiated b/ c of relocation
(662)380-0370

House for Rent
FURNISHED

3 bedroom/2bath home
Like new; lawn service included. $1100
mo. Mature only.
662-329-1442 (662)574-0066
1, 2, 3, and 4 BD Houses/Duplexes
near Square. Many with hardwood
floors and porches. (662)234-3208.

Growing Our Own
Primary Care Physicians
•Provides MCAT preparation
and physician mentoring
•Direct Admission to UMMC
medical school
•30,000/year medical school
scholarship
Sophomores and Juniors

http://mrpsp.umc.edu
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Phone reps needed for all shifts.
Payliance in Oxford, MS is looking for
driven, professional individuals with
previous collection experience, or
telemarketing experience. Candidate
should be able to work in a fast paced
environment. Basic computer knowledge required. Bonuses based upon
performance. Apply in person Monday
through Friday at 2612 Jackson Avenue, Oxford, MS 38655.

Part-time
BARTENDING $300/DAY POTENTIAL
No Experience Necessary, Training Available. Call 1-800-965-6520
EXT155
IT Positions - End2End Public Safety has openings for technical
support positions. Seeking students
wanting to gain experience in IT
industry. Great experience for MIS, CIS
majors, or any student looking for a career in technology.
Responsibilities: Duties entail: Technical support via phone and email for
software applications, installation of
applications, trouble shooting. Great
opportunity to learn all aspects of software
development, support, and project
management. Flexible hours, $7.50
and up per hour. Send resume
to employment@arms.com. (662)5130999
Weekend
personal
assistant needed for female professional
with physical disabilities. Friday 5 pm
through Monday 8 am. May split shifts
between two people. Send resume to
mharper06@bellsouth.net.

Miscellaneous for Sale
For sale- Good condition
Queen size sofa bed and coffee table.
$50. Needs pickup. (662)238-7769.

recycle your DM

1BR/1BA, 2BR/2BA, 3BR/3BA Houses For Rent. Includes all Full Size
Appliances, Daily Garbage Pick-Up,
Security System, Internet, Expanded
Basic Cable, Water/Sewer, as well as
all maintenance. 5, 6, and 7 month
leases available. Call (662)236-7736 or
(662)832-4589.
Keystone Cottages Oxford’s only
luxury individual 1BR/1BA houses. Includes all appliances, water, sewer, security system, and walk in closet. Call
(662)236-7736.
FALLSGROVE NEW 3 bdrms/3 baths,
1.5 mile from university, $1500.00
month facebook Fallsgrove Smith
(662)281-0225
Nice 1 bd/1ba No Pets, All Electric,
Stove, Refrigerator, Water, Sewer, Furnished. Starting at 330.00/ month. (662)
801-1499. No call after 6 pm
New home for Rent. Quiet
Area. 3BD/2BA. $1000/mo. 3 miles
from campus.(662)236-3614
New 4BD/4BA Condominium in a
quiet neighborhood. (662)801-4170 or
(662)234-6736.
Adorable 3 bdrm/3 bath brick
home in Oxford School District, well
behaved pet welcome, $1,150/mnth,
6 miles from Square, Realtor owned.
Contact Pat McClure-Smith
@662-801-2384 for more info
3BR/2BA all appliances. Pets ok.
College Hill area. $825 mo. 662-9029738
near university, 3 BR, 2 ba, bonus room, jacuzzi, fenced yard, 2-car
garage, $1025, (308)210-2305
2 and 3 bedroom houses and
condo’s avail now. Move in before you
leave for Christmas and don’t start paying till Jan 1. $750/$900 includes water,
sewer, and garbage p/ u. Basil Richmond/ Oxford Realty (662)816-0252
(662)816-0252
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A ‘Rebelution’ for Ole
Miss Athletics in 2011?
BY ANDREW DICKSON
The Daily Mississippian

Last year proved to be anything
but a banner year for the three most
popular sports on campus, causing
frustration amongst fans to mount
and leaving them longing for next
year.
Well, “next year” has arrived and
Rebel athletics are looking to show
dramatic improvement on the results of last year. But since realistic
goal-setting happens to be my new
year’s resolution, I’ve tempered my
expectations. What improvements
should the average fan expect this
year?
With national signing day right
around the corner, I’ll begin with the
football team and its expectations.
Despite a few coaching changes,
Nutt and staff have put together a
good signing class that addresses
needs and offers plenty of depth.
But for Ole Miss to take a big step
forward next season, someone is going to have to step up and take control at the quarterback position.
We have options returning (Randall Mackey and Nathan Stanley)
and several new faces coming in,
but consistent quarterback play will
be crucial this season. Improvement
should be expected from almost every position on the field, but settling
on a quarterback will give the team
an identity.
Next is the basketball team, whose
goal in year five of Andy Kennedy’s
tenure is “NCAA Tournament or
bust.” The Rebels have only two seniors – guards Chris Warren (18.3
PPG) and Zach Graham (14.4
PPG) – but have a host of talented
upperclassmen (such a Terrance
Henry and Trevor Gaskins) and
young talent to compliment them.
The Southeastern Conference
schedule has been rough thus far,
but our fans have an opportunity
to help by packing Tad-Smith Coliseum these next two games (Tennessee, Jan. 29; Kentucky, Feb. 1),
which will tell us a lot about our
team.
Though Kentucky will be nationally ranked when they come to Oxford, they are but 1-2 on the road in

conference play, and Ole Miss happens to be the next road game on
their schedule.
After that our schedule shows
nine games – eight of them against
the SEC West – before the conference tournament. I’m guessing 22
or 23 wins (provided one of them
is a “signature” win) should get Ole
Miss into the newly expanded tournament field.
Lastly there’s baseball. It’s difficult
to put the immeasurable misery Ole
Miss Baseball has put me through
into perspective, but from it I have
found that higher powers do indeed
exist – and hate us. Over the past
decade, Ole Miss has hosted three
Super Regionals (against Texas,
Miami and Virginia); won the first
game of each three game series; and
subsequently found a way to lose
the remaining two.
That’s right; Ole Miss was 0-6 in
“Omaha-clinching” games this past
decade – analogous to having the
exact same “worst day of your life”
six times. The goal is clearly to reach
this mystical place in Nebraska. If
we ever field a team talented enough
to not beat ourselves, the other seven waiting in Omaha won’t stand a
chance.
Ole Miss has changed a lot these
last 15 years, but those days should
remain behind us. The Rebel family
has made its concessions of tradition
very public; it’s time for the detractors who are unfamiliar with Ole
Miss to be the ones labeled “ignorant” and “closed-minded” for their
misinformed perceptions of Oxford
in the 21st century.
Many good things are going on
in the Ole Miss athletic department,
and it’s a shame that space limited
this column to just the bigger sports
on campus. I wish all of our athletes
good luck this calendar year and
hope injuries remain as far out of
the picture as possible.
You say you want a “Rebelution”
– well, you know we’d all love to see
the plan. Whatever your resolution
is this year, resolve to support fellow
Rebels to the best of your ability. If
enough of us take care of the little
things, the big ones will take care of
themselves.
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Rebels in the NFL
With the NFL regular
season wrapping up
during the holiday break,
sports editor Paul Katool
looks at how the former
Rebels in the NFL fared
during the 2010-2011
campaign.
Charlie Anderson, Kansas
City Chiefs, linebacker: Anderson played in only two games
for the Chiefs this year and
didn’t accumulate any stats.
Stacy Andrews, Seattle Seahawks, offensive guard: Andrews started in 12 out of the
13 games he played in for the
Seahawks.
Ben Claxton, Arizona Cardinals, center: Claxton didn’t
play in a game this past year for
Arizona.
Marshay Green, Arizona
Cardinals, cornerback: Green

didn’t accumulate any stats for City Chiefs, safety: Lewis startthe Cardinals this season.
ed in 10 games for the Chiefs,
BenJarvus Green-Ellis, New accumulating 30 tackles, three
England Patriots, runnning interceptions and one forced
back: Green-Ellis – an undrafted fumble.
free agent – has emerged as the
Eli Manning, New York GiPatriots featured back, rushing ants, quarterback: The winfor 1,0008 yards and 13 touch- ning quarterback of Super Bowl
downs this year. He also hauled XLII threw for 4,002 yards and
in 12 passes for 85 yards.
31 touchdowns but led the NFL
Greg Hardy, Carolina Pan- in interceptions with 25.
thers, defensive end: The hardTrumaine McBride, Arinosed pass rusher collected 30 zona Cardinals, cornerback:
tackles and three sacks for the McBride made 16 tackles for
Panthers.
Arizona.
Shay Hodge, Cincinnati
Dexter McCluster, Kansas
Bengals, wide receiver: Hodge City Chiefs, wide receiver:
didn’t accumulate any stats for The multi-threat athlete caught
the Bengals.
21 passes for 209 yards while
Peria Jerry, Atlanta Falcons, hauling in a touchdown pass.
defensive tackle: The massive He also rushed 18 times for 71
defensive tackle had nine tack- yards and returned a punt for a
les and two sacks for Atlanta.
touchdown.
John Jerry, Miami DolJayme Mitchell, Cleveland
phins, offensive guard: The Browns, defensive end: Mitchright guard started 10 of the 12 ell had one sack for Cleveland
games he played in for the Dol- this past year.
phins.
Kendrick Lewis, Kansas See NFL, PAGE 12
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Recruiting 101: Seven things to know
about college football recruiting

ADDISON DENT | The Daily Mississippian

Jeff Scott wasn’t among the most sought-after prospects who signed with Ole Miss last year, but the running back nevertheless made a huge impact as a true freshman. Scott illustrates one of the realities of college
football recruiting – it’s hard to judge how a high school player will do on the college level.

BY BENNETT HIPP
The Daily Mississippian

College football recruiting has
blown up over the recent years due
to the Internet and recruiting web
sites such as Rivals.com, Scout.com,
247sports.com and others.
With fans of colleges paying $99
a year to read these sites and get the
latest recruiting information, it has
quickly become a large part of the
college football landscape.
For those who don’t follow recruiting or are just getting started,
here are seven need-to-know things
about the phenomenon.
Southeastern Conference schools
are limited to signing 28 players in
February, and only 25 can enroll in
August.

Before 2009, there was not a limit
to how many players a school could
sign on national signing day in February. Then Ole Miss’ 2009 class
happened, where the Rebels signed
a whopping 37 players, knowing
some would not qualify and would
have to head to prep school or junior college. That class spawned
the “Houston Nutt Rule” as some
call it, which limits SEC schools to
28 signees on national signing day.
What is a grayshirt?
A grayshirt is when a recruit delays his enrollment for a semester
so his eligibility clock doesn’t start
until the January of the next year.
The player can take less than a full
load of classes and work out but
can’t practice or play with the team.

It is used by schools to create more
room to sign players when scholarships are tight.
Written offers vs. verbal offers
A written scholarship offer means
a player officially has an offer from
said school. Many schools give out
verbal offers early, saying they want
to offer or one will be in the mail, to
keep the prospect interested while
they further evaluate him.
Written offers aren’t committable forever.
Just because a player has a written offer, it doesn’t mean that the
prospect can commit to the school
whenever he wants. If the prospect
waits too long and the school of his
choice has filled up spots at his position or overall, the they are not re-

NFL,

continued from page 11

MOVIE

RATING

SHOWTIMES

The Dilemma

PG-13

1:00 4:05 7:05 9:35

True Grit

PG-13

1:25 4:25 7:20 9:50

The Green Hornet 3D PG-13

1:10 4:15 7:15 9:50

No Strings Attached R

1:15 4:20 7:10 9:40

Little Fockers

PG-13

7:10 9:30

Black Swan

R

1:20 4:25 7:35 10:00

The King’s Speech

R

1:30 4:35 7:25 10:00

Country Strong

PG-13

1:10 4:20 7:05 9:40

Yogi Bear 3D

PG

1:10 4:10

234-UNIV(8648)

quired to accept his commitment.
The numbers always work out.
For SEC schools, making the
numbers work on signing day and
in August is a headache in itself. Fans
on recruiting web sites always worry
about having enough room for the
final remaining spots an who will
take them. It’s pointless to worry, as
the numbers always work out. Just
sit back and let the coaches figure
out the numbers.
One recruit does not make or
break a class.
Recruiting classes are made up of
up to 28 prospects at various positions, filling holes on the schools
depth chart and building depth at
other positions. Missing out on or
landing one recruit does not make
or break a recruiting class. Getting

a highly ranked prospect at a need
position definitely boosts the class
up, but if the class lacks depth and
talent besides the big time prospect,
it’s not much help.

Michael Oher, Baltimore
Ravens, offensive tackle: Oher,
the inspiration for the critically
acclaimed book and movie The
Blind Side, started all 16 games
at left tackle for the Ravens.
Ashlee Palmer, Detroit Lions, linebacker: Palmer had
55 tackles, one sack and three
forced fumbles from his outside
linebacker spot for Detroit.
Jermey Parnell, Dallas Cowboys, offensive tackle: The former Ole Miss basketball standout
and converted offensive tackle
didn’t start a game for Dallas.
Jamarca Sanford, Minnesota
Vikings, safety: The strong safety had 22 tackles and one sack
for the Vikings.
Chris Spencer, Seattle Seahawks, center: Spencer started
all 16 games at center for Se-

attle.
Michael Spurlock, Tampa
Bay Buccaneers, wide receiver:
Spurlock played quarterback for
the Rebels but has since found
his niche in Tampa Bay as a wide
receiver, catching 17 passes for
250 yards and two touchdowns
this past year.
Cassius Vaughn, Denver
Broncos, cornerback: Vaughn
had eight tackles for the Broncos
and had a 96-yard kickoff return
for a score against San Diego.
Mike Wallace, Pittsburgh
Steelers, wide receiver: Wallace is headed to the Super Bowl
with the Steelers in just his second year in the pros. The speedy
wide receiver was ultra effective
as a deep threat for Pittsburgh
this year, catching 60 passes for
1,257 yards and 10 scores.
Patrick Willis, San Francisco 49ers, linebacker: Willis
had another All-Pro year for the
49ers, racking up 128 tackles, 6
sacks and two forced fumbles in
the bay city.

There is no sure thing in recruiting.
Follow recruiting for a little while
and it is easy to realize that there is no
sure thing in recruiting. Remember,
these are 17 and 18-year-old kids
making the most important decision of their lives. Things change by
the minute, and recruits can say one
thing in a certain article and a completely different thing in another
article. Don’t get worked up about
what a recruit says in an individual
article. If he starts to repeat it, then
there is some merit to it.

